ACSP is excited to announce the results of the 2022 Governing Board election. This year's election was different than in year's past due to a 2020 Bylaws amendment which provides for the inclusion of new Categorical Representatives for the ACSP Governing Board. The categorical concept is designed to allow the identification and consideration of issues uniquely affecting a category’s membership. The board now has six seats for regional representatives (Northeast, Southeast, Midwest, Central, West, Canadian) in addition to five seats from these four new categories below:

1. Representative for Individual Members - Individual members include current and retired educators and researchers (not students). These are members in good standing of the ACSP, but not supported by member departments.
2. Representative from a Minority serving Full Member School (HBCU, HSI, and AANAPISI) - This representative will be an individual listed on the roster of faculty provided to ACSP by a full member school in this category.
3. Representative for Full Member Schools with ≤ 5 Full-time Faculty - This representative will be an individual listed on the roster of faculty provided to ACSP by the full member school in this category. Member schools in this category are those that are not also in Category 2 above.
4. Representatives of Full Member Schools with >5 Full-time Faculty - Two at-large seats. These representatives will be individuals listed on the roster of faculty provided to ACSP by the full member schools that are not in Categories 2 and 3 above.

The Governing Board elections are always held in the Spring with elected members taking their seats at the Fall Annual Business Meeting. Direct email messages were delivered to all Individual and Retired Members in good standing with the Association providing the opportunity and instructions to vote. Separately, messages were also sent to each of the chairs of schools that are represented by the three new institution categories. Chairs were to assess the considerations of their faculty and submit a unified vote accordingly.

ACSP is extremely appreciative of the efforts of the ACSP Nominating and Elections Committee this year. New processes were established and significant effort was made to ensure a full slate.

- Chair: Marlon Boarnet, University of Southern California, boarnet@usc.edu [2021-2023]
Results of the 2022 Election

Newly Elected representatives will start their posts November 4, 2022.

Individual Member Representative 2022-2024

Petra L. Doan
Urban and Regional Planning Department
School of Social Sciences and Public Policy
Florida State University

Representative of a Full Member Program HBCU, HSI or AANAPISI

Tonya Nashay Sanders
City and Regional Planning Department
School of Architecture and Planning
Morgan State University

Representative of Full Member programs with ≤ 5 full-time faculty

Bryce C. Lowery
Division of Regional and City Planning
Gibbs College of Architecture
University of Oklahoma

Two Representatives of Full Members with >5 full-time faculty

Harley Etienne, M.S.L.
City and Regional Planning Section
Knowlton School of Architecture
College of Engineering
The Ohio State University
Weekly Highlights

ACSP2022 Book of Abstracts Now Available

After a meticulous abstract review by ACSP track chairs, we are pleased to present the 2022 Book of Accepted Abstracts. This book includes only the abstracts accepted for presentation at the upcoming 2022 Annual Conference in Toronto. You'll find broad and diverse participation in terms of topic, institution and geographic representation.

Please note that all abstracts in this book are published as submitted by the author(s). It is the policy of the ACSP that the text within the abstracts is not edited after submission. This book is edited only for formatting consistency. We do understand the importance of names, and if there is an error of omission, please send a note of correction to abstracts@acsp.org. As the summer progresses, we also understand paper titles change and authors are added or dropped. In these instances, updates for the conference program should also be sent to abstracts@acsp.org, but after July 1, we will no longer update the Book of Abstracts.

Latest Issue
JPER TOC Now Available!

Summer 2022 Vol. 42, Number 2

Read the Table of Contents Here>

ACSP is delighted to announce that starting with Volume 42, Number 2, our flagship Journal of Planning Education and Research will be online-only for members. This move reflects the reality of how most of our members read the journal. It also has the benefit of being more ecologically-friendly.
We hope you continue to use the journal in your scholarly work and that you consider publishing in the journal.

Sign up for new content alerts for the *Journal of Planning Education and Research* and receive an alert for the latest full issue as well as when new articles are published online.

SIGN UP HERE >

---

ACSP Welcomes New Student Members

Matthew Adair, McGill University
Maria Atuesta (Ortiz), University of Pennsylvania
Angela Johnson-Rodriguez, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Ashton Rohmer, George Mason University
Russell Stall, Clemson University
Ellen Oettinger White, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

---

Fun Facts About Toronto - ACSP Conference Host City

The [Ontario Greenbelt](#), which protects nature, watersheds and farmland from sprawl around the Toronto area, is considered one of the largest greenbelts in the world, with an area of permanently protected land spanning 1.8 million acres.

View more [Fun Facts](#) on our website.

---

Member News

Tufts University: [Blockchain for Planners](#)
Association Contributor News

Kauffman Foundation: Early - Stage Researcher Professional Development Series

Recent Jobs

City of Sacramento: Associate Planner
City of Spokane - Civil Service: Principal Planner
Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation: Associate Research Scholar in Historical GIS
Enterprise Community Partners: Senior Program Analyst

Submit Your Planning News

As a benefit of membership, members may submit planning-related news items for publication on the ACSP website and/or eNews Weekly newsletter free-of-charge.

Click to Submit >

Upcoming Events & Deadlines

JUNE

16 - 18: ACSP Junior Faculty Workshop for Faculty of Color (Harvard University - Cambridge, Massachusetts)
20 - 22: JPER New Scholars Writing Workshop (University of Maryland - College Park, Maryland)

AUGUST

23: Best Paper Award Final Submission Deadline - Sponsored by the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation

OCTOBER
4: Best Paper Award Winners Announced - Sponsored by the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation

NOVEMBER

3 - 6: ACSP Annual Conference (Toronto, Ontario, Canada)

ACSP2022 UPDATES

Please bookmark the ACSP2022 Conference Page for the most up-to-date information including important dates and reminders.

Year-Round Sponsors

For more information about these groups, click each of the logos below:

Affiliated Organizations

For more information about these groups, click each of the logos below:
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